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RD77 ROLLER
GARAGE DOORS
For the perfect blend of style, security,
functionality and affordability, our RD77
range is exactly what you’re looking for.
Perfect for larger or double garages,
these roller doors are compact, secure
and efficient. They maximise space in
your garage while being completely
simple and intuitive to operate. In fact,
every aspect of the RD77 range is built
to improve and enhance your lifestyle.
Whatever style you prefer, RD77 roller
doors come with a huge range of
colour options to match your precise
requirements.

Read more about these on pages 8-10, and don’t
forget to visit www.rollerdor.net for an instant
estimate using our price calculator.
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ABOUT THE
RD77 RANGE
CLASSIC

SUPERIOR

EXECUTIVE

N/A

N/A

N/A

Optional

Optional

2

2

2

2

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

2 years on
parts & labour

5 years on
parts & labour

DIY

Our RD77 roller doors come in four
ranges :
DIY - Take installation into your own hands with help
from our detailed step-by-step guides - which you can
find at www.rollerdor.net. This range is fantastic if
you’re on a tight budget but don’t want to compromise
on quality - and comes automated with a two year
parts only warranty.
Classic - Installed for you by our garage door experts, the
classic range brings smooth, stylish performance to your
garage. These doors comes with automation as standard,
with a two year parts and labour warranty.
Superior - Fully installed by our team, our Superior doors
are equipped with a one press open and close wireless
safety system and an internal courtesy light. In addition
to these excellent features, the five year parts and
labour warranty gives you complete peace of mind.
Executive - The executive range comes with all that the
superior range offers - and more. It’s the ultimate mix
of convenience, security and function, with Secured by
Design accreditation, full Somfy motor integration as
standard, pre-installed intruder alarm and a full five year
parts and labour warranty. What more do you need?

INSTALLATION INCLUDED

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED

REMOVAL

DISPOSAL

NO. OF REMOTE HANDSETS INCLUDED

INTERNAL MANUAL OVERRIDE

EXTERNAL MANUAL OVERRIDE

SECURED BY DESIGN

WARRANTY

2 years
on parts

5 years on
parts & labour
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RD55 ROLLER
GARAGE DOORS
Ideally suited to single sized garages,
our slimline RD55 range allows you
to maximise space both inside and
outside your garage. The maximum
total width of an RD55 door is up to 8ft,
including the frame, so it’s truly built
with scale in mind.
While compact, our RD55 range doesn’t
skimp on security or functionality. All
RD55s are strong, robust and provide
smooth, easy operation that will last for
years to come.

If you’d like to see some of the wide variety of colours
available for these doors, head on to pages 8-10, and
make sure to visit www.rollerdor.net for an instant
price using our onsite calculator.
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ABOUT THE
RD55 RANGE
Available in three ranges, here’s what
you can expect from our RD55 roller
doors :

DIY

CLASSIC

SUPERIOR

N/A

N/A

Optional

Optional

Optional

2

2

2

EXTERNAL MANUAL OVERRIDE

Optional

Optional

Optional

WARRANTY

2 years
on parts

2 years on
parts & labour

5 years on
parts & labour

INSTALLATION INCLUDED
DIY - Great for budget buyers who want to handle
installation on their own, our DIY RD55 doors come
with a fixing kit and in-depth installation guides to
ensure a perfect fit every time. You can also find and
download detailed step-by-step guides at www.
rollerdor.net. Our DIY doors come with automation
and with a two year parts only warranty.
Classic - Our classic range is installed by our team
on your behalf, and offers smooth, reliable operation
with all the style you need to make the most of your
garage. Comes automated with a two year parts
and labour warranty.
Superior - The feature-rich superior doors come
equipped with a one press open and close wireless
safety edge system and an internal courtesy light
as standard - with many optional extras to choose
from, too. Combine all that with a five year parts
and labour warranty and you’ve got a garage
door that truly enhances both your home and your
lifestyle.

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED

REMOVAL

DISPOSAL

NO. OF REMOTE HANDSETS INCLUDED

INTERNAL MANUAL OVERRIDE
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COLOUR OPTIONS
With Rollerdor there’s no need to worry about finding
that perfect shade for you garage door; with fifteen
standard colours and the custom RAL colour options to
choose from, you can go as bold or as understated as
you want.
Our colour options are extensive, diverse and will
ensure a perfect finish to your garage door no matter
what - whether you want to go bold with a statement
double garage, or you prefer a more subtle approach
with contemporary neutral tones that complement the
existing decor of your home.
From start to finish Rollerdor aim to produce a garage
door service that truly enhances your day-to-day
lifestyle, and our beautiful range of colour options is a
testament to this. Whatever style, taste or theme you’re
aiming for, Rollerdor has a colour to match.
After a sample to see our range for yourself? Just give us a call and request one - we’ll
send it to you as soon as possible.
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RAL colour options available

Green

Anthracite

Chartwell Green

Cream

White

Red

Blue

Brown

Black

Ivory

Beige

* Colours are available in matt, satin or metallic finish
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Painted Irish Oak

Painted Golden Oak

Painted Rosewood

Irish Oak Laminate

Golden Oak Laminate

Rosewood Laminate

* Laminate options are only available in RD77 range
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WHAT MAKES
A ROLLERDOR
Learn a little bit more about what goes into a Rollerdor.
SLATS
Made from double-skinned aluminium, our roller door slats come with a
high-density, foam-filled insert for effective insulation, and are made to
measure to ensure a perfect fit.

BENEFITS OF DOUBLE-SKINNED
ALUMINIUM SLATS
• Improved insulation
• Strong physical barrier

RD55 slat sizes: 55mm high, 8.2mm thick

• Effective deterrent for break-ins

RD77 slat sizes: 77mm high, 18mm thick

• Reduces sound pollution
• Quiet, smooth function
• Protection against volatile weather
• Increased protection from UV and infrared rays

All parts of a Rollerdor garage door are made from powder-coated
or painted aluminium with rubber seals on the base rail for extra
protection. Visit our website www.rollerdor.net to learn more
about the dimensions of our roller doors.
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ABOUT OUR
ROLL HOUSING

Compact roll housing can be
situated internally or externally
for a neat appearance and safe
operation
Seamless integration with
home automation system

Fitted either above or below the lintel of
your garage opening, our aluminium roll
housing will protect the internal mechanism
of your garage door, and provide a compact
appearance when the door is fully open.
It also reduces the risk of fingers, ties, hair or clothes
being caught up and pulled by the mechanisms.

Manual override
system (inside
building)

Our roll housing brings extra security and weather
protection to a garage door, and you’ll find it simple
to install if you opt for our DIY range.
Both roll housing and guide runners come in white
or brown as standard, but a colour match option is
available as an optional extra.

Huge range of colours/
finishes to choose
from - see pages 8-10

Frame sits flush to maximise
space inside and out

TAKE CONTROL
WITH ROLLERDOR
Through the construction of our doors and
the integration of the latest cutting-edge
technology, our roller doors strike the perfect
balance between security and convenience.

SECURITY AND ACCESSIBILITY
We put control firmly in your hands. Our range of hardwired extras. These switches
are installed either inside or outside your garage, letting you open and close your
door without the use of a handset.

ROCKER SWITCH
ROLLERDOR AND SOMFY
We’re proud to have partnered with Somfy - a world-recognised
automation and security company - to supply a range of their
controllers, motors and home automation products.
Our RD77 Executive doors come with Somfy motor upgrade as
standard, and as an option with some RD77 Superior doors.
Somfy controllers not only improve the convenience and basic
functionality of your doors, they also incorporate an intruder
alarm to help maximise security. With Somfy and Rollerdor, your
life is made easier - and safer.

KEY SWITCH

• Door can be operated without a key

• Limits access to key-holders only

• Good for people with impaired grip/
arthritis

• Reduces the chance of the door being
activated accidentally

• Can be used by anyone within the
garage

• Offers extra access without the need
for additional key handsets

GO WIRELESS
We also offer wireless alternatives. These are much quicker to install and are the
ultimate in convenient and disruption-free accessibility options. We supply:
• Wireless key switches - All the benefits of hardwired switches, but can be installed
anywhere in the garage. Choose whatever location works best for you!

Rollerdor offer a range of doors with Secured by Design
accredition, giving you peace of mind that your property
remains secure - visit www.rollerdor.net to learn more.

• Wireless push buttons - Can be wall mounted at the back of a garage to operate
the door without need of a key handset.
• Wireless keypads - Allows access only to those who know the code. No need for
multiple keys, and the absolute best in access control.
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DO IT YOURSELF

LEAVE IT TO US

Our DIY option is a straightforward
process that lets you take care of
installation at your own pace. We
deliver your door complete with a
fixing kit and a clear, easy-to-follow
installation guide for your
chosen door.

Prefer to let us handle the heavy lifting? Our fitted
service is the fastest, simplest and most efficient way to
enjoy a Rollerdor garage door. With a fitted service, we
deliver and install your garage door for you, ensuring a
perfect fit without any disruption to your property. Plus,
you’ll get a minimum 2 years parts and labour warranty
along with it - for complete peace of mind!

To help you on your way, we also have a
huge range of user guides, measuring guides,
instructions and video tutorials available - just
visit www.rollerdor.net and start browsing!

Whatever service you choose with Rollerdor, we’re on
hand to help at every stage.
Need to know more specifics about the RD77 or RD55
doors? Interested in our Executive range? Or want to
learn more about guided self installation? Our team of
specialists will be happy to discuss your garage door
needs with you, so don’t hesitate to get in touch with us
on: 0800 030 9729.
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